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52 new subscribers/members listed on page 44!

January, 2022 New President’s
Column
by Steve, WA3RTC
I am looking forward to a year which is not a return to
normal, but a time to bring us out of two years of
quarantine and mask wearing into a renewed
outlook of what we have. We have a new club shack
being built, opportunities to learn new technologies
and make and re-kindle friendships within our hobby
of radio.
Highlights:
• January, 10 Club Meeting: Bring your projects to
show off. Let us in what has kept you busy and for
most of us sane over the last several months.
• More work is needed to get the club shack up and
running. Don’t just listen for the status reports, come
Continued on page 4

February Meeting Rescheduled
We usually meet on the second
Monday in February. We have
a lways me t on t he se con d
Monday. But not this February.
The second Monday in February
is Valentine’s Day. So in 2022 we
will meet on the THIRD MONDAY,
February 21. The FARC Board
meeting at 66 Pizza will be moved
to the 4th Monday, February 28.

December Annual Awards Meeting at
Mi Pueblo
The December meeting is always our annual banquet
and get-together. Above outgoing President Sam,
NI4TG presents our new 2022 President, Steve
Patterson, WA3RTC with the “Presidential Tie”. The
tie, in FARC cobalt blue, has a copy of the FARC seal
engraved on it.
The last two years has been challenging for FARC.
Last December our “dinner” was held over Zoom due to
the pandemic. In 2020 Field Day was only from home
stations. To add to our challenges, the old Red Cross
building is going to be demolished, but we have moved
to the adjoinging building. We’ve only been able to
meet in person for the last few months. In spite of all the
troubles of the past year and more, we have thrived.
Other pictures and awards are on page 24, but stop at
page 10 check out the new shack and the old tower..

January 10th Program: Annual Homebrew Show-&-Tell
, 2022
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FCC Exams
and FARC Membership

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc is a non-profit (IRS 501(c)3)
North Carolina corporation for the promotion of Amateur
Radio, and for the education and training of hams and the
general public primarily in Forsyth County, North Carolina.
FARC was originally incorporated as the Winston-Salem
Radio Club on December 31, 1930 and has been in operation
ever since. We currently maintain a state-of-the-art ham
station in the basement of the Red Cross, 690 Coliseum Dr.,
Winston-Salem, NC and also maintain two 2-meter
repeaters, 146.64 (100 Hz tone) and 145.47 (100 Hz tone)
and a 444.275 repeater (100 Hz tone).
FARC has a general membership meeting with a program on
the 2nd Monday of every month at the Red Cross building,
690 Coliseum Drive in Winston-Salem. The club conducts its
main business meeting (the Board Meeting) on the 3rd
Monday generally at 66 Pizza on Stratford Rd just west of
Hanes Mall Blvd. This is where most of the club’s business is
conducted and all attending members have a vote. All club
members are strongly encouraged to attend the business
meeting. For more information about FARC mail us at FARC,
Inc., PO Box 11361, Winston-Salem, NC, 27116; call 336930-W4NC(9462); or visit out web site at www.w4nc.com
Club email is to info <at> w4nc <dot> com *
Officers for 2021 are:
President: Steve Patterson, WA3RTC
Vice-President: Michael Pope, K4OLD
Secretary: Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Treasurer: Kent Englebert, K4HKE
Newsletter Editor: Don Edwards, WS4NC
Auxcomm: Harlan Cobert, W1HRC
Tech and VEC Chairman: Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL
Hamfest Chairman: David Shoaf, KC4X
Field Day Chairman: Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
House Chairman: Steve Patterson, WA3RTC
Webmaster: Stacey McArthur, W1LLO
Hospitality: Ken Kayser, K2KXK & “Doc” Holiday,
WB4DOC
All content is Copyright 2005-2021, All Rights Reserved, by
Don Edwards and Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc, unless
otherwise noted. Permission is given to reproduce for noncommercial purposes provided proper credit is given. If you
would like to help support the newsletter with an ad, please
contact Don Edwards (email: dedwards <at> dwepe <dot>
com).

by, Dale Mierisch, WB9SZL
VEC Session Manager
No testing in December due to the
holidays. However if you have a
taken an exam nearby and want to
join FARC please complete the
application on the next to the last page and sent it in with your
testing date and location. Most nearby exams get entered
into our email database anyway, but we have missed a few.
For new hams, please complete the information on the FARC
membership form on the next to last page of this Newsletter if
you have not already done so, for a free Membership to the
Forsyth Amateur Radio Club (FARC). Many thanks again to
all of our VE's. Their hard work and dedication is much
appreciated! Mark the form "New Ham – 11/8/2021" Once
the form is completed, bring to the next club meeting, or
please scan the form and email to me.
We have scheduled our next Amateur Radio Exam indoor
exam session, just prior to the FARC meeting on Monday,
January 10 at 6:00 PM. There will not be an exam in
December. Send an email to wb9szl <at> triad <dot> rr
<dot> com to register. Other details on www.w4nc.com
I’ll look forward to seeing everyone there, and again, thank
you for your help!
How Exam Candidates apply:
Before Applicants can attend an exam session they MUST:
o Send an email to the email address above, and then
obtain a FCC FRN
o Show proof of their FRN at the exam
o Complete, sign and forward the three (3) attached
documents (from your registration email) back to the FARC
VE Session manager no later than 48 hours prior to the exam
session.. Once the completed documents are returned and
approved, the applicant will be provided an email exam
reservation.
The exam candidate will be notified, via email that their Exam
documents were approved, and they will be asked to print a
copy of their accepted email as a reservation to attend the
exam session.

We trade newsletters with other clubs, and many clubs are on
our mailing list. If your club has a newsletter and would like to
trade please send us a copy.

NO walk-in exam applicants will be accepted.

Submissions and inquiries please send to dedwards <at>
dwepe <dot> com *

For both test takers and VEs:

*The “funny” email addresses are to confuse the Spam bots.
Spam shall be cause of the downfall of Western Civilization.
Either that or the spork.

1. Please note that our W4VEC Amateur Exam
Management team Requires signed “Waivers” of Examinees
and VE’s prior to attending and Exam session.
Continued on the next page
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2.. All Examinees must forward their signed Covid19 waivers
via email, in advance of the Exam session to be able to
receive an email Exam Reservation via email.
3. VE’s must forward their signed waivers via email, in
advance of the Exam session to be able to attend the exam
session.
4. Site Details: We are guests of the Red Cross at a medical
facility. Masks are required. VE’s and Examinees are
requested to bring their Own Masks, and hand sanitizer, and
will use same at the event prior to be being seated. Masks
must be properly worn (covering both nose and mouth).
Once test begins, Examinees must remain seated the entire
test. All documents will be handled by the VE Session
Manager and his Backup. Thanks in advance for your
consideration of this request.
Send an email to wb9szl <at> triad <dot> rr <dot> com to
register. Other details on www.w4nc.com
Thomasville/Lexington NC test sessions.
Tri-county ARC NC4RR, Sponsor
by Rick, KK4RR
The Tri-County ARC sponsored test session schedule is as
follows.
January 15, 2022.
February 19, 2022.
March 19, 2022.
April 16, 2022.
May 21, 2022.
Test sites in Thomasville include the public library, and park
shelters.
All test sessions begin at 9:30am eastern.
Final site selection will be announced to applicants
immediately before the exam, and will be dependent on the
number of applicants and social distancing requirements in
lieu of the pandemic.
Pre-registration is required.
No walk in candidates will be accepted.
Standard test requirements are as follows:
1) Two forms of identification.
A government photo ID, and one other.
2) FRN number with printed copy.
3) If licensed bring a signed copy of your current license, or
any CSCE credits that may apply
4) The test fee is $12. Exact change.

GSO/HP VE testing
The High Point session is on the last Saturday of the month
(except June, Nov, and Dec) at Hickory Chapel Wesleyan
Church, 301 Hickory Chapel Road, High Point 27262.
Reservations required. Please contact David Macchiarolo at
AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing starts at 10:00 AM
The Greensboro session is the second Saturday of each
month (except for March) at Hinshaw United Methodist
Church located at 4501 Gate City Blvd (a.k.a. High Point
Road), Greensboro, NC 27407. Reservations required.
Please contact David Macchiarolo at AJ4TF@arrl.net.
Testing starts at 9:00 AM
For either session, you need to bring two forms of ID
including a Photo ID and a photocopy of any previous
licenses and/or CSCE's; if you are not licensed, you must
bring printed evidence of an FCC Registration Number
(FRN) to the session. The testing fee is $12.00 payable by
cash only, exact change only. Other dates and locations can
be found on the W4VEC.ORG web site. Note that sessions
are limited to 6 candidates or less, and are subject to change
due to local, state, and federal guidelines on COVID-19. All
participants are required to wear face coverings. Also note
that due to demand, sessions fill quickly, usually a month or
more ahead of time, so plan accordingly.
New Ham? New Upgrade?
Live in Forsyth County?
Or just want to join FARC?

For new hams, or upgrades, who have taken an exam,
please complete the information on the FARC
application (usually the next-to-last page of the
Newsletter), if you have not already done so, for a free
membership to the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club
(FARC). Mark the form "New Ham - Exam date". Even
if this is not an FARC exam session, since we are
limited in exam offerings at this time. Once the form is
completed, bring to the next club meeting, or please
scan and email to secretary <at> w4nc <dot> com [and
an email to newsletter <at> w4nc <dot> com].
Exams usually will be offered before the FARC meeting
(2nd Monday at the Red Cross) and start at 6:30 PM in
room 109 at the Red Cross building see above to make
sure a session is offered. You are encouraged to
arrive early at 6:20 PM Preregistration is required at info
<at> w4nc <dot> com.

73, Rick KK4RR
Cell: 336-687-8001
Email: KK4RR@mac.com
Please email or text me, to start the registration process.
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IF THEY ONLY KNEW WHERE
PEANUT TUBES WERE LEADING . . .
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How to print a copy of your FCC
License

January Program - Annual
Homebrew Show-&-Tell

To access an official copy of your license:

What have you built? January is the time to bring it
and show it off. Be like Alfred E. Newman here and
let your geekyness shine through!

by Jim, KV4SJ

1. Go to:
https://wireless2.fcc.gov/UlsEntry/licManager/login
.jsp
2. Log in with your FRN and password. (Also has
links to find or get your FRN.)
3. Click on “Download Electronic Authorizations” in
the links on the left hand side.
4. Select your call sign in the box labeled “My
Authorizations” and click on the Add button to copy it
into the “Authorizations to Download” box.
5. Click on the Download button to download an
official copy of your license in PDF format.
This is the official version you need for your wallet
card and to display in your station. The reference
copy does not satisfy the legal requirements.

January, 2022 New President’s
Column

Continued from page 1

and volunteer to help with the work. Give any of the
officers a call/text/email and we will put you to work.
We need all kinds of help from pulling weeds to
pulling wires and everything in between.
• What ideas and topics are you interested in hearing
presented in sub groups or even for main meeting
topics. Drop me a line with suggestions.
• HERE IS A BIG ONE: Feb meeting will be on Feb
21, not the 2nd, but the 3rd Monday of the month.
This is due to someone scheduling a holiday on a
meeting night. The topic of the meeting will be on
grounding and bonding of equipment for our safety
and proper operation.
See you Monday and looking forward to all the
projects you have been working on.
73, Steve, WA3RTC
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KITS COUNT TOO FOR
HOMEBREW SHOW-&-TELL!
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Many years ago when I started doing TV repair, if you had told me that the cost of a new TV would be less
than the cost of service, I wouldn’t have believed you. I don’t think anyone would have.

, 2022
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Basic HF Rig Operation - Part 3

or “What do all the knobs do on my HF rig?”
by Don, WS4NC
OK, we have spent two parts on the receiver, and got
most of those issues addressed, not all, but most.
But this month I want to move to the transmit side.
There are still a few people using tube-type
transmitters and more using tube amps. Some out
of necessity (price), some out of nostalgia. Most of
what we are going to cover here also applies to tube
transceivers as well, but since so many want an
amplifier we need to discuss how to tune it. Most
hams use tube amplifiers, and that is still a good
thing, we’ll discuss the pluses at the end.
Let’s cover the old school method that works well for
tube transceivers, but may destroy tubes in
amplifiers. Apply a little power (5 watts to an amp is
a good number, just enough to see some output),
peak the grid tuning on a transmitter to see that we
can get some plate current going (if you can read
grid current) or some plate current and then
QUICKLY dip the tune button (also labeled plate on
many rigs/amps) for minimum current. There is a
saying “peak the grid, dip the plate”. If you have a
power meter in line you will notice that the power
going to the antenna goes up as the plate current
dips. On a transceiver after you have the tuning
approximately where it should be, then go to high
power and then check the plate dip. After the plate is
dipped, you adjust the coupling, and the tuning
alternatively for maximum power out. This must be
done quickly, the tubes cannot handle full power for

more than perhaps 6-10 seconds without some
damage. Please, if you rig has a grid meter reading,
check it at this point. On most transceivers this isn’t
as big as issue, but amplifiers are different.
HINT 11: PEAK THE GRID, DIP THE PLATE.
I asked you to check the grid because that is why
many tubes go bad. The grid structure in tubes is
made of fine wire, they cannot handle much energy
past a few seconds. On most transceivers it is
usually not possible to drive the grids too far into the
danger zone. For this reason many older tube rigs
didn’t even have a grid meter. Some didn’t even
have a plate meter, just an RF output meter. When
peaked for maximum output you were close enough
for most purposes and the rig was designed so that it
was almost impossible to overdrive the grids.
Tuning is a little more complicated than this, but for
all practical purposes this is OK - not perfect, but OK.
Why this is requires us to get a little deeper into how
these circuits work.
Let’s look at the very famous “PI Network” that is
almost universally used in tube circuits. It is called a
Pi network since it looks like the Greek letter Pi when
drawn out. There is one tunable inductor (usually
done with taps) and two variable capacitors. The
capacitor closest to the tube is the tune capacitor
(see the left green circle in the 32S-3 schematic), the
cap closest to the antenna (load) is the coupling (or
load) capacitor, see the right green circle in the 32S3 schematic. All of these adjustments are important.
I also put a simplified schematic of the PI circuit here.

Collins 32S-3 PA Schematic.

, 2022
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TUNE

COUPLING
(LOAD)

Simplified PI network. The same circuit for amps, rigs and
even tuners, for the most part.

If you notice the Inductor in the 32S-3 schematic is a
bit hard to follow due to all the band-switching taps.
We need lots of inductance on 160 meters, very little
on 10 meters. Any unneeded inductance is shorted
out by the band switch.

Want to destroy your amplifier? Try tuning it up on
say 40 meters when it has the band switch set to
another band, and then turn the band switch while
power is applied to it. This will likely destroy the
band switch, The same thing will happen on tuners
with a tapped band switch. When I evaluate an amp
or tuner with a band switch, the first thing I look at is
that switch. And yes, even if it still works afterward,
I’ll usually see the evidence. If you got away with it
once, you have burned up one of its lives. It is not a
cat, it doesn’t have 9 lives. You will be lucky if you
get away with this more than a couple of times, or
even once. But this is not what we are going to
spend out time on this month.
HINT 12: NEVER, NEVER, NEVER, EVER TURN
A BAND-SWITCH UNDER POWER, ESPECIALLY
ON AN AMPLIFIER OR A TUNER.
The Tune cap resonates the output circuit so that it is
resonate on the frequency we are on, but it is only
part of the circuit. The inductor, the loading and the
antenna all affect its tune point. Changing any one
of these will also affect the tuning of the other. On
transceivers and amplifiers the inductor is tapped,
so you can’t change it much. On many tuners, the
inductor is a roller inductor and you may have to rock
the TX side capacitance, also called tune on some
tuners, the inductance and the Antenna side (also
called load on some tuners) capacitance until you
find the exact match point. If you have a tuner in line
with the amplifier an exact match requires adjusting
all of these, but an absolute perfect match isn’t
required. Don’t torture all of us on the air by
spending ten minutes trying to perfectly match
everything, just get the amplifier tune and load
controls good, especially the load.

Continental-Collins 816R-3 25,000 watt FM transmitter,
one I have worked with. You think your pair of 3-550Zs are
pricey? Try a new 4CX15000A. I’m guessing about $6,000.
And explain to your management that you accidently let
the grid current get too high. Unless mal-adjusted this
beast runs for years with one final, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Your 3-500Zs, or 572Bs or 811 will too, with care.
This tube filament requires 6.3 VAC at a whopping 160
Amps. That’s right, the filament draws just over 1,000
watts. During ice storms, the antenna would ice up, the
SWR would go up, and the transmitter would blow up, if
this was not handled properly. More likely the feedline
would arc. The last feedline I bought, I got 530 feet of 3 and
1/8 inch line for about $70 a foot. Good deal at $37,500.
You don’t piece it. We had heaters on the antenna that
kicked in below 35 degrees F. for the icing.

, 2022

The one issue I want to spend more time on is the
load control. This is big time important, especially in
amplifiers, as we will see. Turning the control to the
left, counter-clockwise, is under-coupling. Turning
the control to the right is over-coupling the load.
Have you ever noticed that the control seems to
peak mostly at the left? And you think “if I could just
turn it a little more output would go higher”? That is
by design. Over-coupling is bad. Under-coupling is
worse. Most rigs and amplifiers are designed to
stop you from under-coupling. The reasons are a bit
complex but have to do with voltages and currents in
the circuit and to some degree SWR. Over-coupling
causes currents to increase and will raise the
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heating in the parts. As long as this heat is
conducted away, and it is less than maximum
currents that the parts can endure, this is less
harmful. But it does heat things, which is inefficient.

requires about 50 watts max) or by under-coupling
the amplifier. The LED is there because the meter
isn’t fast enough to register the peaks. The LED was
inspired on the part of Tec-Tec’s designers.

Under-coupling increases the voltages in the circuit
and can cause such high voltages across parts that
an arc-over can occur. Once an arc-over happens
the path likely carbons over, making arc-overs more
and more likely in the future. I have a Tokyo HYPOWER tuner that was arced over by a previous
owner due to high SWRs. I cannot set the Load
control anywhere close to that point without hearing
zittttttttt. The only fix is to replace the capacitor,
which is not available.

Since I’m on the subject, the Collin 30S1 amplifier
has one of the neatest design tricks. They included
a tune metering circuit that matches grid current with
a little feedback from the output. When the load
control is properly set this meter drops to zero. It
was inspired. The 30S1 uses 811 tubes, which are
still fairly available and fairly inexpensive. But they
don’t like abuse at all. Tuning too slow can melt the
plates. And under-coupling will destroy the grids,
which is what led Collins to design the tune circuit.
While these are nice little amps, I prefer something
with 572Bs, they are much more rugged, but
expensive and hard to find.

HINT 13: DON’T UNDER-COUPLE YOUR
AMPLIFIER.
Keep an eye the grid current as you increase
loading. It may suddenly jump up. NOTHING WILL
KILL YOUR TUBES FASTER THAN EXCEEDING
THE GRID CURRENT. I can’t find it now, but one rig
manual (I think it was a Collins) walked you through
the peak the grid, dip the plate and then instructed
you to set the loading to a specific grid current, or
less. It was well thought out.
HINT 14: WATCH THE GIRD CURRENT.
NOTHING WILL KILL YOUR TUBES FASTER
THAN EXCESSIVE GRID CURRENT.

About driving the amplifier: Don’t overdrive the
amp. Just don’t. The difference between 600 watts
and 1200 watts is only half a S-unit. And no one will
notice the difference, especially between say 600
and 650 watts. Most modern tube amps only require
a few 10s of watt of drive, especially the tetrode
amplifiers. Over-driving the amps doesn’t get you
much other than a big bill from RF-Parts, or where
ever you order your tubes. Watch the grid current!
Some rigs adjust the power out by sampling the
output, and these rigs can shoot up to max drive
before dropping quickly back. (I’m looking at you
Icom-706!) This is eventual death to the tubes.
HINT 15: DON’T OVER-DRIVE THE AMPLIFIER.
UNLESS YOU LIKE BUYING TUBES.

The club is fortunate to have a Ten-Tec Titan
amplifier (2X 4CX900As). It is one of the sweetest
pieces of gear we have. The power supply is a
beast, but it sits under the counter, leaving the nice
amplifier next to the rig. The Titan has a grid current
meter, but it also has an LED that blinks red when the
grid current gets too high. I have exchanged
“words” with some users about this. The Titan
manual suggests where the tune and load controls
should be set, and then you may adjust them to
better match the antenna. The red LED should
come on only very rarely. Yes you can get more
power out either by over-driving the amplifier (it only
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Now I’m going to pass on one of my secrets that
works with both transceivers and with amplifiers.
Neutralization. Inside any transmitter there is quite
a bit of RF running around. Some tiny portion of this
will get coupled back to the input circuits. Normally
that isn’t much of a problem because the input and
output voltages are 180 degrees out of phase. but
there is some frequency where all will stray
capacitances, inductances and coupled noise will
combine to be in phase. And the tube(s) will
oscillate there, usually in the VHF range. There are
two things that combat this. One is there will be a
couple of turns of wire in the plate lead with a resistor
across it. This forms a choke at VHF to kill any
signals that happen in this range. And there will be a
neutralization capacitor. If the transceiver is
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properly neutralized then the plate dip and
maximum output power will occur at the same point.
If not, rocking the tune control slightly in one
direction you will see the output rise a little. If it is
close, then leave it alone. Let me repeat this LEAVE IT ALONE.
There are two things about neutralization
capacitors. One is they can be very fussy and the
proper point may be hard to hit. The other is there is
high voltage on this cap and carelessness will knock
you on your butt. Or worse. Poor neutralization can
cause inter-mod distortion, instability and lower
efficiency. All of which you can make worse if you
don’t know how to do this. My best recommendation
is to leave this alone unless you find it be a serious
problem. A full discussion is beyond this month’s
Newsletter.
The antennas we use (well, most of them) are in the
50 ohm range. RF transistors have a very low
output impedance (of a few ohms) which can be
matched to 50 ohms easily with ferrite transformer,
and that transformer has a fairly wide match range,
generally from about 25 ohms to 100 ohms for the
load (2:1 SWR). These matching transformers also
have a wide bandwidth, so it seems like this is a
great thing. That means no tuning. Maybe, maybe
not, we’ll come back to this later. If the antenna is
beyond the SWR range then SWR protection
circuits start dropping the output power down to
protect the transistors.
In a tube circuit the tube has an output impedance in
the thousands of ohms range. This is tricker to
match and is where the glory of the Pi network
comes in. For most tube circuits the tune and load
caps can match at least a 3:1 SWR. And tube
circuits are less fussy about SWR, partly because of
the tune and load controls and partly because tubes
are more tolerant of mismatches without destroying
themselves. At least to a point.

Some older amplifiers:
The Collins 30L1. This is the amp referred to in the
text that has the special tune function that watches
grid current. But this amp uses 811, both a blessing
and a curse. 811s are cheap and easy to find, but
they don’t like abuse, at all. This amp will run on 117
VAC. 30L1 are available for $500-800, depending
on condition.

This is the Yaesu FL-2100B. It also runs on 117
VAC. Both the Collins above and the Yaesu run in
the neighborhood of 600 watts, which is really all the
power you need. The 2100B uses 572B tubes.
More rugged, just a little more power out, but
expensive and are getting hard to find.
Below is another option for a 117 VAC amp, the
Ameritron AL-80 (both an A and a B version were
made). This uses one 3-500Z tube. Very rugged
and reliable.

What this means is that tube amplifiers may be more
suitable to your antenna situation than a solid-state
amplifier. The tune and load controls allows a wider
match range. So that solid-sate multi-kilo-dollar no-tune
amp you’ve been thinking about trading your tube amp
for - maybe that might be a mistake. Put your money into
antennas first. And the antennas help with receive as
well as transmit.
I didn’t get this as complete as I wanted this month, deadline is
here and past, so this is where this stands for now.
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New FARC Shack Updates
Above is the first of three benches to be made for the
new shack. Equipment was set out just for the
pictures. There is only one monitor, in the middle.
We are working on getting three larger monitor that
will go across that space. While there is enough
room for all three stations to go here, only one HF
station will go to each bench. One bench will be set
up for Red Cross radios and Auxcomm radios.
Compliments to Harold and helper Stacy for the
really nice work. This first one was done to check
the design and look for any additional ideas or
corrections before the last two were made. There is
a shelf underneath for power supplies and
computers and other things we want to keep out of
sight.

The electrical wiring has been done and paid for. A
meeting with the electrician for weather-heads to get
the coax out of the shack has been made and that
should be accomplished in the next two months.
That is the next step before the radios can actually
be brought on line.

, 2022

Exactly where the Collins will end up is uncertain, as
is true for each radio. But some of us want it to be
setup to operate and to be used. The SM-1
microphone with it is one of the harder to find Collins
mics and is a nice touch.
Now, just as this is the beginning of a new era for
FARC, so . . .

Ends Another Era . . .
This is how December 19 started, with the beast of
an antenna, the C4XL at about 75 feet . . .

But with the gracious help of Tharington Tree
Service (Jeff Tharington, 336-817-2828) we were
able to get down this humongous antenna.
Tharington has a crane that will extend to 90 feet, yet
folds up to merely 3 feet to pass through small areas.
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It drive just like a remote control car. If we hadn’t
seen it, we wouldn’t have believed it. It was an
amazing piece of technology. Jeff’s helper, Tim was
there to do the honors, helped by a crew from FARC.
but the primary hard work was done by Tim, and
Gene, WB4MSG and Henry, W2DZO.

There was a “rouge’s gallery” of helpers. Once the
elements were down they were taken apart by the
helpers and put on top of Harold’s SUV to be taken
back and cleaned and sorted.

View from the roof after the legs had been spread out
and before the crane part was erected. It looks like a
preying mantis, ready to eat antennas. Items below
not needed on this job site.

If you would like to add one of these cranes to your
toy set, we were told about 1/4-million dollars would
cover it. Let me empty the piggy bank and see what
turns up.
ITEMS NOT NEEDED FOR ANTENNA WORK!
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Starting on the first element. The plan was to unbolt
each element and to bring down to the roof, then to
hand it down by ropes to the ground. That was the
plan. The U-bolts had other ideas. Every single Uboth had to be twisted in two or cut. Bolt cutters
were found (thanks, Harold!) and then it went a little
easier than twisting the u-bolts in two. But it was a
pain, and took longer than planned.

, 2022

Above Mr. “Green Genes”, WB4MSG, looks over the
side. To turn the antenna, it two in the bucket. Here,
W2DZO, loosens the rotor bolts so that the antenna
can be turned around. Early in the day we were
worried about rain and wind, but it cleared just as we
got up to the antenna, and it turned into a fine day,
but a bit cold.
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Left side are some 20-meter elements coming
down, to be taken to the disassembly area, which
went on after dark. At the top right the crane has
been folded back up and driven onto its trailer. This
was a nice and very professional piece of gear and
we are very grateful to Jeff and Tim for working with
us to get this down.

, 2022
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There was a tug-of-war with the boom and some of
the elements. While it was a close match, and a long
struggle, in the end the antenna lost.
As the sun sets in the bottom right photo, the only
things remaining are the rotor and the 2M/440
antenna and the VHF log periodic at the top. The

rotor has since been taken down. The mast and the
upper antennas may not be salvageable. It is
uncertain if it is safe to bring them down and we will
wait to see what happens when the building is torn
down. The tower has served us well. It was first put
in about 1980, then rebuilt in the mid 1990s with new
tower sections, except for the bottom section set in
concrete.
At the end we asked Tim if he would rather do
antenna work or trees. He very quickly said “Trees”.
The stuck u-bolts may have had something to do
with his answer. This took much longer than
anticipated but could not have been safely
attempted without a crane.
If you need some tree service work done, these are
the guys to call. And, maybe, we can convince Tim
to do some more antenna work.
Below it looks a little empty without the beastly
antenna atop the tower. At the left is the taller 100
foot freestanding tower which we are being allowed
to use. Plans, which are subject to change, are to
use the C3 20-10-meter section of the old antenna at
the top. How the 40-meter elements are to be used
has not been decided. We have to be a bit more
careful about wind-loading with this tower and still
keep the Red Cross communication capability.

, 2022
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Two exceptional vintage receivers. At the top the HRO-500, National’s first foray into
transistors. (See Popular Electronics cover on the next page). Next is the very rare
Galaxy R-590 receiver. I’m not sure how the HRO-500 PLL worked, the Galaxy had a
Wadley Phase Lock Loop; on both first you set the MHZ dial, then tune to the kHz.
The National had the famous PW dial in stainless steel, which read out, and was
accurate to, the kHz. Both had great filtering circuits. Both are highly collectable.
Both are likely to need some help. The HRO-500 probably needs every capacitor and
resistor replaced by now. The Galaxy certainly needs the electrolytic caps replaced.
Hopefully no one diddled with the adjustments in either radio without doing that first.
And both cost as much as a car when they came out in the mid 1960s.

, 2022
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National HRO-500

by Don, WS4NC

When my copy of August, 1965 Popular Electronics
arrived in the mail, I nearly swooned. I was 12. For
the next several years this magazine was often with
me when I went to sleep. Most teenaged boys had,
let’s just say different, reading material. I told myself
I would have one of these one day. That day has
never came. I have seen a few show up at
hamfests, but the price has always been beyond my
budget. They also show up on eBay, fairly often, but
highly priced.

gearing and the matching capacitor which had
plates machined in a special shape to make the
combination read out that perfectly. A truly elegant
piece of analog engineering.
Continued

I had one of the National RM dials from an earlier
National HRO (probably a 50 or 60) that had been
given to me by one of my Elmers and I was endlessly
fascinated by how it operated. If you’ve never used
one, it is rather magical. As it is turned the numbers
in the slots change to match the kHz that you have
tuned to. Of course, it required some magic with

, 2022
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It is to the credit of the engineers at National Radio to
have realized that the days of tube radios were
numbered, and that they were able to convince
management at National to produce this radio. The
HRO-500 wasn’t exactly perfect, it used 20%
resistors, which today are out of tolerance, and the
electrolytic capacitors were cheap. The design was
really a true work of art for the day. Reliability wasn’t
great due to the reasons listed, so not that many
found their way into government and military
applications.

$600-$1200 on ebay. And HRO-600 for $3,0006,000. Both are out of my range.

The HRO-500 tuned from 5 kHz to 30 MHZ, there
was an optional speaker and a preselector for the
VLF band, which I understand was really needed
due to the powerful nav beacons and navy stations
there. And it was fussy about antennas, needing a
good 50 ohm match to get the best sensitivity. But it
was a real work of art.

Yaesu made the FRG-7 in the 1970s, which was a
take off on the Wadley loop design that the Galaxy
used. FRG-7s turn up frequently at hamfests for a
reasonable price, but they are not the quality of the
HRO or the Galaxy, but are great SWL radios.

There was a later, and very, very rare, HRO-600,
with Nixie tubes, but it came too late to save
National. So sad. Today the HRO-500s go for

, 2022

I have had the opportunity to work on one of the
Galaxy R-530, many years ago, replaced caps in the
PLL board. I was lucky because Galaxy published
nothing about how the circuit works Bad electrolytic
capacitors seems to be a theme with older radios.
The Galaxy really deserves a write up too, but that
may not happen here. Galaxy made a later version,
the R-1530. Both radios are rarely seen today.

Still nothing compares to the HRO-500 for elegance
and beauty in design and appearance. If one ever
shows up when I have some extra cash, that might
be dangerous for me and my budget.
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HF Privileges for Technicians
Many people get their Technician license, and then
stop there. If that is what you really want, then OK.
But is it really? You probably got into ham radio
either to talk to people or for the technical challenge.
Either way, the frequencies below 30 MHZ open a lot
more opportunities. You don’t have to have the
latest, greatest whizz-bang HF radio out there.
There are a lot of older HF rigs that can be found in
the $100-200 range. Yes, some of them have tubes,
but solid-sate radio abound also.
First let’s look at what you can do now with just
Technician Privileges.
Modes You Can Use (200 watts PEP maximum power)
Band

Frequencies
(In MHZ)

Privileges

80 meters

3.525 – 3.600

CW only

40 meters

7.025 – 7.125

CW only

15 meters

21.025 – 21.200

CW only

10 meters
10 meters

28.000 – 28.300
28.300 – 28.500

CW and RTTY/data
CW and phone

Above 50 MHZ

All amateur privileges

CW = Morse code; PEP = peak envelope power; RTTY = radio teletype.

Yes, so many people want to use FT8, and you can,
but only on 10 and 6 meters. Yes, technically, there
are data privileges on 2, and 440 and 960, that
doesn’t help if you are talking only to yourself. While
it seems like it has been a long time since the 10 and
6 meter bands were open, well now it looks like
sunspots are back and it is possible to work into
many countries on FT8 on 10 and 6. I even heard
Oman back in June on 6-meters. Back in the late
1950s and 1960s at the peak of those sunspot
cycles 10-meters was open to much of the world. It
is likely that will be coming back.
In 2018 the ARRL asked the FCC to expand HF
privileges for Technician licensees to include limited
phone privileges on 75, 40, and 15 meters, plus
RTTY and digital mode privileges on 80, 40, and 15
meters. The FCC has not yet invited public comment
on the proposals, which stem from
recommendations put forth by the ARRL Board of
Directors’ Entry-Level License Committee, which
explored various initiatives and gauged member
opinions in 2016 and 2017.

, 2022

3rd Monday FARC Board
Meetings
The FARC business meeting (this is where the
work gets done!) will be once again held at 66
Pizza ON STRATFORD ROAD. All FARC
members are invited to the business meeting and
have a vote. Usually we have 19-25 people for
this meeting. We hold this on the third Monday
because if we didn’t, there would not be time for a
program on 2nd Mondays. For those who do not
feel comfortable (some have compromised
immune systems) the business meeting will still
also be on Zoom for those who wish to attend that
way. All are welcome.
For those who live in Davidson County, 66 Pizza
has opened a new restaurant in Thomasville. You
might want to give that a spin. (But FARC meets
on Stratford Road at 66 Pizza, just behind Village
Tavern).

The Navy flameproof key the
hand is on is my favorite hand
key. If you find one at a hamfest
grab it if you want a good key.
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than another copy of this ad that ran in a 1946 issue
of Radio. The 1946 date of the advertisement
indicates that this unit precedes the introduction of
the E. F. Johnson Desk Kilowatt. This lends
substance to what Myron E. Kluge said in the ad:
"Kluge Electronics was the first to conceive, design,
and produce this remarkable contribution to modern
radio".
What is the history of Kluge Electronics and Myron
E. Kluge? Does a prototype of this transmitter exist?
The slang term "Kluge" also has a mysterious origin.
See a discussion of the origin of this slang at
Dictionary.com. Could this little known transmitter be
the reason that the word "KLUGE" is used to
describe a poorly designed piece of hardware? Or
was the term already starting to indicate poor
design, thereby dooming this equipment even
before it was produced?
If anyone can shed any light on this mystery
transmitter or the history of Kluge Electronics please
email me at k9fh@arrl.net “
source:
https://www.qsl.net/k9fh/kluge/index.html
“Hey Honey, I want a Kluge for Valentine’s Day!”

[Ed. note: I been holding on to this for some time,
waiting for a page to fill. Don’t know much about
this. Found this when I was looking for something
else. Never heard of it, but I have heard of the term
“Kluge” as a reference to something massive and
seriously overbuilt, and not in a good way. I would
hate to have to move something like this. Tell your
family that you want one of these to move into the
living room. Or better, hint that you want a Kludge
for Valentine’s Day. I’m sure your suggestions will
be dealt with appropriately. Below is what I found on
K9FH’s QRZ page:]

PLAN EARLY FOR VALENTINE’S DAY!

“This ad describes the future sales of an amateur
radio transmitter which resembles the E. F. Johnson
Desk Kilowatt transmitter. It was discovered in my
files a number of years ago but I can't remember
where I obtained it. It is printed on glossy magazine
stock with no printing on the backside. It has been
punched for a three ring looseleaf binder.
I can find very little reference to this mystery
transmitter on any Internet search engine, other
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DX Operations for January, 2022

By Dick, W4PID

GENERAL
Well, the general news is not
all that exciting this month. It’s
cold outside, most are still
recovering from the holidays,
and there are not too many
DXpeditions out there, even
though half the world is W4PID
enjoying summer.

Although I try to highlight some of the expeditions to
be very successful in the next 30-60 days below,
there is no substitute to being on the air listening ( or
watching a screen ). The sunspot activity is moving
up at a rapid pace, and so is the fun on the bands.
ACTIVITY
SV2RSG/A is on the air from Mt. Athos a *lot* more
than he has been in the last three years. I have not

I hope some FARC folks got to
work the Bangladesh station

heard him on SSB but he is active on CW and FT8
with a great signal. There is no ‘activity’ plans
available that I know of, so DXHeat or your choice of
DX cluster is about the only way to find him.
https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/s2_logo.jpg

S21DX. This may go down as the best ‘low budget’
operation of the year. Rabby, S21RC, and his
friends put on an outstanding expedition with a
100W radio, using solar / battery power, a small
genset to charge the batteries, and one home made
wire vertical. Their signal was outstanding here.
See their web page for more pictures, etc. I will be
paying a *lot* of attention to their next trip!!
https://s21dx.org/
Ten meters has been my focus lately, because the
sun activity is giving us some great openings. My
huge station consists of an IC-7300, a ‘Universal
Transmatch’ built by my father some 40 years ago,
and a 30 Meter dipole at about 25 feet. The point of
all this is that there is a lot of fun to be had on that
band, in any mode, with modest equipment.
I am interested in starting a club based spotting
network using text. If anybody is interested in this
kind of thing, please get in touch with me @
W4PID@ARRL.NET. Things happen really fast
right now and I just can’t cover it all here with
expediency.
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https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Arche_des_Kerguelen-960x640.jpg

FT4XW will be active from the Kerguelen Islands.
That’s a very rare DXCC entity down below Africa
and to the east. It’s along the same lines as Bouvet..
and the same inhospitable environment. Arthur is
going there for work, and will be there for as long as
December 2022. He is using an XIEGU G90
transceiver and a commercial vertical. He won’t be
QRO, unless someone wants to send him a big
amp.. and he is a very new ham.. so it should be
interesting. I just wanted to let everybody know he’s
there.
Continued on the next page
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Be aware that Dom, of
3Z9DX / 3D2USU fame
has been threatening to
head to Bouvet sometime
between December 25
and January 25 per his
website and other info.
Dates are unknown,
equipment is not
specified. Latest info I

BOUVET ISLAND

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/fb-les-saintes_1535288.jpg

JW5E

3Y0I

SVALBARD

BOUVET ISLAND

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/JW5E-1280x640.jpg

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/3y0.jpg

Svalbard will be active under the call JW5E from Jan
28-30. The operation will be CW only on HF. Op is
LB3RE, and QSL cards can go to his home address.

have is that Covid is playing havoc with all foreign
travelers. His callsign will be 3Y0I and info for his
trip

PJ7/VA3QSL

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/QSLPJ7_ptblanche-1200x640.jpg

https://www.dx-world.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/vp2m-1280x640.jpg

VP2MDX will be active from Montserrat from Jan 9
to Feb 19. He will be active on all HF bands, CW and
SSB.

In case you missed St. Martin with TO9W, then you
have a great new opportunity. You can now capture
both sides of the island, St. Maarten as well as St.
Martin (get out your geography books) . . . thanks to
Jeff, VA3QSL and his activity as PJ7/VA3QSL. He
will be in St. Maarten from Jan 4 to Feb 6. Then he
moves across the border to FS/VA3QSL so you can
pick up that side of the island from Feb 6 to Feb 22.
He’s active on 40-6M all modes.
Continued on the next page

https://les-saintes.f6kjs.fr/
TO6S appears to be on track for Guadeloupe from
Jan 20 to Feb 1. They will focus a lot on 80 and
160M and are a well-equipped outfit. See their web
page at https://les-saintes.f6kjs.fr/
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HR5/F2JD
HONDURAS
https://dxnews.com/hr5-f2jd_honduras/ by Ronnie Parault
If you are looking for Honduras on any band,
HR5/F2JD will be active from now till April 2022. He
enjoys CW, but will be active on all modes.

Tania’s Story: Morse code meets
machine learning
Contributed by Marcia Thompson, NC4MT
An inspiring and fascinating use of Morse Code:

Also, if you are serious
about IOTA, there are
several very rare islands
b e in g a c t iv a t e d t h i s
month. It’s tough to list
them all here, but do
check out DXWorld.net (
link below ) for some very
interesting operations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oc_QMQ4QHcw

I have found that the DXHeat website is good for
spotting IOTA activations, and some of them slip up
on you.
Keep an eye on the NG3K link below.. There will be
many smaller expeditions over the next thirty days
that are to places not so rare, but if you don’t have
them they are as good as North Korea to boost your
scores.
The DX world of today is a very rapidly changing
beast, and impossible to track with a monthly NL.
The following links will take you to multiple sources
of information concerning DX activities.
https://www.ng3k.com/Misc/adxo.html
https://dx-world.net
https://dxnews.com
https://clublog.org/
https://dxheat.com/dxc/
https://dxwatch.com/

This is the Smith’s
antenna, that is the
Harrison’s antenna for
reference. (June, 1954
Radio-electronics)

73 DE W4PID
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ARRL
INCOMING/
OUTGOING
QSL
BUREAUS

Sterling Park Amateur Radio Club
Call Box 599
Sterling, VA 20167

Another way to get Cheap, but
Pretty QSL Cards (updated 11/4/21)
The following email, and great idea, came from
Randy, NC4RT:
Don: I enjoyed the newsletter (again), Don. Thanks so
much for working on it. You do a great job; I know it takes
a lot of time -- it shows -- but lots of us get a lot out of it.

But I want pretty QSL cards for my
wall . . .
LOTW (Logbook Of The World) and eQSL are great
for just confirmation but I like the pretty QSL cards.
W4PID mentioned the QSL bureaus recently. If you
work lots of DX you should have an envelope on file
with the incoming bureau. SASE - but don’t put too
much postage on it, they will wait until its full. Put 2
ounces of postage and tape an extra stamp or two, if
you are expecting a lot of cards, they will use the
extra stamps, if needed. And remember these guys
are volunteers, they appreciate a little donation to
help with expenses. To use to outgoing bureau you
must be a member of the ARRL (good idea,
anyway). Since most FARC members have a 4 call
here are the two main ones. If you have another
number in your call then go to ARRL.org and search
for QSL Bureau. They will give you the full skinney.
The W4 call area incoming bureau is divided into
TWO SECTIONS. Pick the one that matches your
callsign:
All fourth-area call signs with single-letter prefixes
(K4, N4, W4):
Carolina DX Association
W4 K4 N4 QSL Bureau, PMB#305
631 Brawley School Rd STE 200B
Mooresville, NC 28117-6209
Comments or questions on this bureau's operation
may be directed to sturpe@gmail.com.
All fourth-area call signs with two-letter prefixes
(AA4, KB4, NC4, WD4, etc):

, 2022

Your article "But I want pretty QSL cards for my wall" brought
to mind one of my practices... I have actual hard copy QSLs,
but 99% of my QSLing is via LoTW or eQSL.
With eQSL, each qso carries a thumbnail graphic, and many of
the members have uploaded unique, nice designs... These
designs can easily be downloaded and converted to QSL
cards.
The thumbnails link to an actual 4.5 x 5.5 inch graphic. This
can be Copy/Pasted to a graphics programs (I use MSPaint,
maybe the only thing I actually use Paint for!), and then saved
as an individual file. I paste the images into a pre-set 4 x 6
inch template I use for QSL cards...
Then I upload those 4 x 6 inch QSLs to a local printer, like
CVS or Walgreens. They will print QSLs in 4 x 6 for $0.09
apiece.... a huge savings from the multiple IRCs and printing
costs it takes to swap QSLs with someone.
I also use QSL-size nylon binder sheets in a standard 3" 3 ring
binder to store my cards... They take up a foot or two of my
library shelving, instead of filling a wall.
Thanks again for the great work on the newsletter. See you
l a t e r t o n i g h t , a n d a t t h e To u r t o Ta n g l e w o o d .
73 de NC4RT
Follow up: Several people have tried this and there
have been processing problems. The photo
processing software used by the photo processing
printer at the drugstore automatically makes the
picture fill the available space and since one side is
more narrow than the other on most QSL cards - it
may cut off part of the card. Here’s how to deal with
that: Use whatever photo-editing software you have
- create a 4X6 yellow block and then paste the eQSL
into it. With the yellow block it fills the entire space
and then you cut the printed QSL down to size.
Current prices seem to be $0.39 but they go on sale
often for $0.09. Save a batch and then go. No matter
how you do it, its cheaper than the postage.
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FARC December Dinner
Above is a smiling Sam, NI4TG, who seems relieved
to no longer be President, which is a job maining
hearding forgs in a wheelbarrow. Now the job goes
to Steve, WA3RTC, picture on page 1. Below is
Steve presenting Sam a thank you for a job well
done.
Ham Of The Year, is Gene, WB4MSG, who has
tirelessly and selflessly done so much for the Field
Day antennas over many years. this year he outdid
himself, literally.
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(H)AMMO BOXES.
TUPPERWARE FOR
HAMS.
MAKE YOUR
PROJECT
“TO GO”.
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Frequencies (MHZ)
----------------CW: 1.8025 3.5815 7.0475 14.0475 18.0975 21.0675 28.0675
50.350 147.555
DIGITAL: - 3.5975 7.095 14.095 18.1025 21.095 28.095 50.350
147.555
VOICE: 1.855 3.990 7.290 14.290 18.160 21.390 28.590 50.350
147.555
Notes:
CWs = Morse Code practice (slow) = 5, 7.5, 10, 13 and 15 WPM
CWf = Morse Code practice (fast) = 35, 30, 25, 20, 15, 13 and 10
WPM
CWb = Morse Code Bulletins = 18 WPM
http://www.arrl.org/w1aw

W1AW
For decades hams have tuned into W1AW, for code
practice, for bulletins, for DX info, for many reasons.
The Winter schedule has been released and is
reproduced below. If you want to up your CW
speed, there are few better opportunities than using
W1AW’s code practice bulletins.
SB QST @ ARL $ARLB026
ARLB026 W1AW 2021/2022 Winter Operating Schedule
ZCZC AG26, QST de W1AW, ARRL Bulletin 26 ARLB026,
From ARRL Headquarters, Newington CT November 9, 2021, To
all radio amateurs
SB QST ARL ARLB026
ARLB026 W1AW 2021/2022 Winter Operating Schedule
Morning Schedule:
Time
Mode Days
------------------- ---- --------1400 UTC (9 AM EST) CWs
1400 UTC (9 AM EST) CWf

Daily Visitor Operating Hours: 1500 UTC to 2045 UTC - (10 AM
to 3:45 PM EST)

2100 UTC (4 PM EST) CWf
Mon, Wed, Fri
2100 "
"
CWs Tue, Thu
2200 " (5 PM EST) CWb
Daily
2300 " (6 PM EST) DIGITAL Daily
0000 " (7 PM EST) CWs
Mon, Wed, Fri
0000 "
"
CWf Tue, Thu
0100 " (8 PM EST) CWb
Daily
0200 " (9 PM EST) DIGITAL Daily
0245 " (9:45 PM EST) VOICE Daily
0300 " (10 PM EST) CWf
Mon, Wed, Fri
0300 "
"
CWs Tue, Thu
0400 " (11 PM EST) CWb
Daily
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DIGITAL = BAUDOT (45.45 baud), BPSK31 and MFSK16 in a
revolving schedule.
Code practice texts are from QST, and the source of each practice
is given at the beginning of each practice and at the beginning of
alternate speeds.
On Tuesdays and Fridays at 2330 UTC (6:30 PM EST), Keplerian
Elements for active amateur satellites are sent on the regular digital
frequencies.
A DX bulletin replaces or is added to the regular bulletins between
0100 UTC (8 PM EST) Thursdays and 0100 UTC (8 PM EST)
Fridays.
Audio from W1AW's CW code practices, CW/digital bulletins and
phone bulletin is available using EchoLink via the W1AW
Conference Server named "W1AWBDCT." The monthly W1AW
Qualifying Runs are presented here as well. The audio is sent in
real-time and runs concurrently with W1AW's regular transmission
schedule.
All users who connect to the conference server are muted. Please
note that any questions or comments about this server should not
be sent via the "Text" window in EchoLink. Please direct any
questions or comments to w1aw@arrl.org .

Wed, Fri
Tue, Thu

Afternoon/Evening Schedule:

CW frequencies include code practices, Qualifying Runs and
CWbulletins.

In a communications emergency, monitor W1AW for special
bulletins as follows: Voice on the hour, Digital at 15 minutes past
the hour, and CW on the half hour.
All licensed amateurs may operate the station from 1500 UTC to
2045 UTC (10 AM to 3:45 PM EST). Be sure to bring a reference
copy of your current FCC amateur radio license.
The weekly W1AW and monthly West Coast Qualifying Runs are
sent on the normal CW frequencies used for both code practice and
bulletin transmissions. West Coast Qualifying Run stations may
also use 3590 kHz.
The W1AW Operating Schedule may also be found on page 28 in
the November 2021 issue of QST or on the web at,
http://www.arrl.org/w1aw-operating-schedule .
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COMING IN
FEBRUARY’S
FARC NEWSLETTER
Next month’s feature article will be
about the history of Dalton-Hege
Electronics by Kent Miller, K4MK.
Kent worked at Dalton-Hege during
and after high school and has many
fond memories. There will also be
some never published pictures,
along with some pictures, while
published, may be hard to find.

SHOCKA LOCKA
FARC Zoom Meeting ID Numbers

The Asheville Radio Museum
RADIO WAVE WIZARDRY!
Come Explore the Magic
YES!!! We have reopened for visitors on
Saturdays between 1 PM and 3 PM.
ONE OF ASHEVILLE'S SMALL GREAT
SPECIALTY MUSEUMS!
Note: As of 8/14/21, masks are required again
for museum entry.
Click here for detailed directions.
FREE ADMISSION TO ALL
STEM Students and Group Tours Welcome!
Where: Asheville-Buncombe Community
Technical College parking lot in Asheville, NC.
The lot is located next to the parking garage. Set
your GPS to 16 Fernihurst Drive, Asheville, NC or
283 Victoria Road, Asheville, NC, then follow the
signs.
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The plan is to continue to offer all FARC meeting over Zoom
even if we are meeting in person. You do not have to have a
paid Zoom account to participate, but it is best if you download
the Zoom app on your computer. You don’t even have to have
a camera and a mic, unless you want to be seen or heard. The
password for all meetings is the club call, lower case.
Meeting ID numbers:
The Monthly FARC meeting is on 2nd Mondays, 7:30
PM: 294 418 122
The FARC board meeting is on 3rd Mondays, 7:30 PM:
721 645 099
**First Wednesday FARC has a Shop & Tech Talk: 549
NOW ONE DAY A MONTH!
621 524
Auxcomm Net 8:30 PM Thursdays on 145.47 repeater,
has a Zoom training on 3rd Thursdays, 8:00 PM Zoom
ID: 897-9792-5844
Project Group (not totally an FARC group, but mostly),
3rd Tues, (new time!) 7:30 PM: 707 610 249
**FARC CW Group, 4th Fridays, 7:30 PM: 813-3696NOW ONE DAY A MONTH!
1876
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April 9 Winston-Salem SpringFest (see page
42)
NETS
New Swap and Trade Net - There will be a new swap and trade
net starting up on 6 meters 53.25 N4YR repeater -1.0 MHz, tone
is 100 Hz. This will start on Jan. 5, 2022 at 8PM.
Thursdays: 8:30 PM Forsyth County Auxcomm net on
145.47 MHZ. 3rd Thursdays are training programs on Zoom at
8:00PM.
Thursdays: 9:00 PM 2 Meter SSB on 144.200 MHz
Sundays: 8:30 PM 6 meter SSB net on 50.155 MHZ
Tar Heel Emergency Communications Net on 3923 kHz Nightly
1930.

Calendar of Upcoming Ham Events
Hamfests, Special Events, Contests,
Club meetings, etc.

By Don WS4NC

If you are interested in contests see WA7BNM contest site. Here
I’ll only list the biggies, or something we are trying to promote.

FIRST Wednesdays FARC Tech Talk 7:30 PM
Zoom 549 621 524

CHANGED TO ONE DAY/ MONTH

4TH Fridays FARC (mostly) CW meeting 7:30 PM
Zoom 813 3696 1876

South Carolina/North Carolina National Traffic System CW
Nets
3.571 2000 hours, slow speed (5-8 wpm) Carolinas Slow Net
3.573 1900 hours, high speed (20wpm)
3.573 2200 hours, slow speed (12-14 wpm),

The Ten-Tec Legacy CW slow net and CW fast net have been
discontinued.
The Ten-Tec Legacy SSB nets operate on:
3.927 MHz on Saturday morning from 6:00 am until 9:30 am
7.195 MHz on Sunday afternoon from 1:30 pm until 3:30 pm
Any radio type is welcome. Netlogger is the preferred check-in
method but CQ calls are made for those that don't have access
to Netlogger. More information can be found at www.groups.io
(search for Ten-Tec Legacy nets).
Some other contests:

Jan 10 FARC Meeting, Red Cross, Annual
Show-&-Tell, bring something you have built

Contest Calendar: All the rules.
https://www.contestcalendar.com/weeklycont.php

Jan 17 FARC Board Meeting at 66 Pizza, arrive
6-6:30 for dinner, meeting at 7:30 PM

NEARBY HAM CLUBS AND MEETINGS:
Please see www.w4nc.com for more up-to-date
information

Feb 14 Valentine’s Day - FARC Meeting will be
the next Monday
Feb 21 FARC Meeting at Red Cross Building,
Program will be Grounding and Bonding by DX
Engineering - Notice this is postponed one
week due to Valentine’s Day

Wednesdays at 7:30 PM FARC Tech Talk, a Zoom meeting, ID: 549
621 524 Password: club call lower case letters. An informal project
group for help, discussions and “war stories”.
Quarterly QCWA Meeting usually April, June, September and
December. The next Piedmont Chapter 126 meeting will be held in April
- details not yet published. When: We plan to start at 11AM with the
Program FIRST then introductions, some business and the program.
Board business will be later. There will be a program. And with a few

Feb 28 FARC Board Meeting will be 4th
Monday this month only at 66 Pizza, Stratford
Road

Continued on next page

March 11 & 12 Charlotte Hamfest (see pages 32
& 33)
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door prizes.ALL members and guests are welcome! Wearing your Ham
badge is encouraged. Always a good program. QCWA Chapter 126
Weekly Net: 3.853 +/- MHZ, 8:45AM each Saturday morning. See
https://www.qsl.net/qcwa126/ for more details.
1st Mondays High Point Amateur Radio Club HPARC High Point
Amateur Radio Club meets the first Monday of each month at the J&S
Cafe, 5835 Samet Dr, High Point, NC 27265, and (for now) via the Zoom
teleconference program. The meeting usually begins at 6:00 PM with
many members gathering for a meal around 5:30 PM. For updates,
please make sure you check our club newsletter, which can be found on
the club website at https://www.w4ua.org/newsletter.htm (Updated
12/20/20 Thanks to David AJ4TF)
Last Saturday: The High Point FCC Testing session is on the last
Saturday of the month (except June, Nov, and Dec) at Hickory Chapel
Wesleyan Church, 301 Hickory Chapel Road, High Point 27260.
Current status: we have resumed limited testing, no more than 6
candidates, pre-registration is required. Reservations required 3 days
in advance. You need to bring two forms of ID including a Photo ID and a
photocopy of any previous licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is
$12.00 payable by cash only. Other dates and locations can be found on
the W4VEC.ORG web site. Please contact David Macchiarolo at
AJ4TF@arrl.net. Testing starts at 10:00 AM (Updated 8/9/20 Thanks to
David AJ4TF)
2nd Saturdays GSO/HP VE Testing Current status: we have resumed
limited testing, no more than 6 candidates, pre-registration is required.
The Greensboro session is the last Saturday of each month (except for
March) at Hinshaw United Methodist Church located at 4501 High Point
Road, Greensboro, NC 27407. Please contact David Macchiarolo by email at AJ4TF@arrl.net Testing starts at 9:00 AM. You need to bring two
forms of ID including a Photo ID and a photocopy of any previous
licenses and/or CSCE's. The testing fee is $12.00 payable by cash only.
Other dates and locations can be found on the W4VEC.ORG web site.
(Updated 8/9/20 Thanks to David AJ4TF)
1st Tuesdays Durham FM Association: IN-PERSON MEETING
STATUS UNKNOWN Meets for Dinner (optional) at 6:00pm and the
business meeting and program at 7:00pm. We are meeting at Bullock's
BBQ, on 3330 Quebec Drive in Durham. For more info on each meeting,
check http://www.dfma.org/
1st Tuesdays Davie County Amateur Radio Club: The last
information I have is that this club is no longer active. Several SKs and
a small ham population have made it hard.
2nd Mondays: The Orange County Radio Amateurs meet at 1900 at
the Orange Count EOC in Hillsborough. IN-PERSON MEETING
STATUS UNKNOWN
2nd Tuesdays: Raleigh Amateur Radio Society General Meeting.
Via Zoom. See www.rars.org for more details. [updated 8/9/20]
2nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Now at the Red
Cross Blood Services building, please wear a mask. Zoom ID: 294 418
122 Password: club call lower case letters. FCC exams offered starting
at 6:00 PM sharp.
2nd Mondays Rowan Amateur Radio Society at the Rowan County
Rescue Squad Building at 1140 Julian Road. The Rowan Amateur
Radio Society has started combined meetings (in person and Zoom )
on the second Mondays for the rest of the year. Zoom Particulars are
meeting ID 898 9111 4288 and Passcode 957500 Programs may
include equipment demonstrations, movies, guest speakers, or just
open discussions on radio. We look forward to seeing you at the next
meeting. http://www.rowanars.org/ (updated 2/14/21 by Ralph,
WB4AQK)

3nd Mondays Forsyth Amateur Radio Club, Inc. Business Meeting.
NOW 66 PIZZA, ZOOM WILL ALSO WORK. Open to all FARC
members and interested visitors. Back again at 66 Pizza, on Stratford
Rd just past Hanes mall Blvd and behind Village Tavern, and on Zoom.
At 66 Pizza we start arriving for dinner about 5:30-ish, the meeting is at
7:30. Spend some money, 66 Pizza needs to get through the past years
troubles.
3rd Mondays(?): Guildford Amateur Society IN-PERSON
MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN usually held at Sarah’s Kabob Shop
on 5340 W. Market Street in Greensboro, 27409, at 6:00 PM to eat,
7:00 PM to meet. Verify the dates at http://www.w4gg.org/ (updated
8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)
3rd Tuesdays: The Winston-Salem Project Group, locations
varies, now on Zoom. Goto www.almondtree.com for details.
3rd Tuesdays: Mars Hill, The High Appalachian Mountain Amateur
Radio Society (HAMARS) meets on the third Tuesday of every month at
7 p.m. The meetings, typically inside Day Hall on the campus of Mars
Hill University, have been moved online due to COVID-19. Current
Hams and those interested in becoming an amateur radio operator are
welcome. Each meeting addresses a basic or more advanced
communications topic. Also weekly net: The net meets at 7:00 PM
each Tuesday (except the third Tuesday) on 3810 KHz LSB. We
simulcast over Zoom for those with no HF access.
https://www.hamars.club/
4th Mondays(?): Guildford Amateur Radio Association Eat INPERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN at 6:30pm and the meeting
is at 7:15pm. Sara’s Kabob Shop on 5340 W. Market Street in
Greensboro 27409. Verify the dates at http://www.w4gso.org/ (updated
8/13/19 by Ken, KW4UC)
2nd Saturdays: Tri-County Amateur Radio Club, SUSPENDED
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE Thomasville: 2nd Saturday at Loflin's Rest.
108 Randolph St., Thomasville. 8:30 to meet and eat. Check
NC4AR.org for any last minute changes in time or venue. (Updated
2/28/2020 by John, W8LWX)
Last Mondays: Stokes County Amateur Radio Society SCARS INPERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN http://k4stk.com/index.html
Knightlites QRP Club IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS UNKNOWN
http://www.knightlites.org/ Usually meets in Cary. Spread the word.
See website for details.
Briarpatch Amateur Radio Club - IN-PERSON MEETING STATUS
UNKNOWN Next club meeting is ? ; the meeting will be held at TCRH.
Meetings and FCC Test Sessions Test sessions are held at the Twin County
Reg ion al Ho spita l in Gal ax, VA unless ot herwise an no un ce d.
http://galaxbarc.tripod.com (This has not been updated for a while.)
Last Mondays: Lexington, NC Healing Springs Mountain VHF Society
(except Nov. and Dec., usually first Mondays in Dec.) Currently Speedy’s
BBQ, 1317 Winston Rd, Lexington, NC 27295 Meeting is at 6:30, come early
for supper. (Updated 12/9/2020 by Bill, W4EXT)
2nd Tuesdays: Greenville, NC Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club, W4AMC
BARC's Next Meeting On ZOOM and in Person! June 8, 2021, 7 PM. The
meeting will be on ZOOM. See front page article in the April, 2020 Ham Chatter
for details on setting up and signing in. Contact Peter Van Houten, N4PVH, for
details if you are having trouble setting up. In Person will be at the Oakwood
School, in the Music Room. 4000 MacGregor Rd, Greenville, NC. 699 723
8982 club call March 9th Meeting at 7pm, 07:00 PM Eastern Time (US and
Canada), Be to check the *What's New* page
<http://www.w4amc.com/barcnew.html> on the BARC web site often. Many
times the site is updated several times a week with breaking news.
Any clubs not mentioned or listed incorrectly are welcome to send a note
to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com and include any updates or
additions.
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FCC Application Fees Unlikely to Go into Effect
Until 2022
ARRL
08/16/2021
The schedule of FCC
amateur radio application
fees likely will not go into
effect before 2022. FCC staff
confirmed during a recent
virtual meeting with
Vo l un t e er E x a m i n e r
Coordinators (VECs) that the
agency is still working on the
necessary changes to the
Universal Licensing System
(ULS) software and other processes and procedures that must
be in place before it starts collecting fees from amateur
applicants. Earlier this year, the FCC said it would not start
collecting fees from amateur applicants before this summer.
The new estimate is that the fees won’t go into effect until early
next year.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUBS
$35 FEE: New, renewal, trustee change, and vanity call sign
applications. All fees will be per application.
NO FEE: Administrative updates, such as a change of name,
mailing or email address, or license cancellation.

[WS4NC: I renewed my license early. If you can
this year, it would be a good idea. Unless you
have $35 to burn. If you do have money to burn,
please give me a call. Or an email. I do take
PayPal. WS4NC]

Once it’s effective, the $35 application fee will apply to new,
modification (upgrade and sequential call sign change),
renewal, and vanity call sign applications. All fees will be per
application. Administrative update applications, such as those
to change a licensee’s name, mailing, or email address, will be
exempt from fees. ARRL VEC manager Maria Somma,
AB1FM, said Volunteer Examiner (VE) teams will not face the
burden of collecting the $35 fee.
“Once the FCC application fee takes effect, new and upgrade
applicants will pay the exam session fee to the VE team as
usual, but they’ll pay the $35 application fee directly to the FCC
using the FCC Pay Fees system,” she explained. When the
FCC receives the examination information from the VEC, it will
email a link with payment instructions to each successful
candidate who then will have 10 days from the date of the email
to pay.
After the fee is paid and the FCC has processed an application,
examinees will receive a second email from the FCC with a link
to their official license. The link will be good for 30 days.
Licensees also will be able to view, download, and print official
license copies by logging into their FCC ULS account. The
FCC no longer provides printed licenses.
Licensees can log into the ULS with their 10-digit FRN (FCC
Registration Number) and password at any time to view and
manage their license and application, print their license, and
update anything in their FCC license record, including adding
an email address.
FEE SCHEDULE
INDIVIDUALS
$35 FEE: New, modification (upgrade and sequential call sign
change), renewal, and vanity call sign applications. All fees will
be per application.
NO FEE: Administrative updates, such as a change of name,
mailing or email address, or license cancellation.
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W4NC Web Page
The W4NC web page continues to be
updated and now has the video link for
the last FARC meeting on it. Stacey,
W1LLO, has taken over the web page
and done a complete makeover.
Please go check it out. AND YOU CAN
NOW PAY YOUR DUES BY PAYPAL!
Please go check it out: www.w4nc.com

League of Mad Scientists!
The next League of Mad Scientists is meeting via
Zoom. URL, message ID, and password will be on
the website before Saturday morning. Program is
TBD. Have an technical question, interesting fact,
or just discuss recent techie-ness? Join us.
https://loms.micomputerscience.tech/
Thank you, Dr. Robert J. Meier, AA9AU

, 2022

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT!

By now you have heard that FARC is going to
have to move the shack. We will be meeting in
a large meeting room next door, so we are just
moving a few hundred feet. We do have an
even better location, but it is going to drain our
treasury. We also have some work necessary
at the 64 site. FARC has three main sources
of revenue. There are dues of course. But
those don’t pay all of our expenses. If you
haven’t paid your dues this year, well now
might be a good time. See the next to the last
page of any Newsletter, or go to the web site.
Secondly, there are the hamfests we hold. But
due to Covid19 we have canceled two of
those. Thirdly we have donations. Forsyth
Amateur Radio Club, Inc. is an IRS 501(c)3
corporation and donations are tax deducible,
for large donations our treasurer is happy to
send you a letter of receipt. In spite of all the
troubles we have been getting by, but getting
by has meant putting some things off which
FARC needs to have when we get back
together. And for both dues and for donations
we take PayPal. Isn’t that painless? As the
commercial used to say, “Thank you for your
support!”
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Other Ham Radio Newsletters
As Newsletter editor I’m on a lot of other club
newsletter lists. Below are a few that are local, and
yes I need to update this list. Maybe next month.
Any club that would like to added to our list just send
me an email dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com

Gaston County ARC
http://gcars.org/
Greensboro ARA
https://www.w4gso.org/news/
High Point ARC
http://www.w4ua.org/newsletter.htm

Alamance ARC, Burlington
http://www.k4eg.com/

Orange County Radio Amateurs
http://ncocra.org/WordPress_v1/

Azalea Coast ARC, Wilmington
http://www.ac4rc.org/

Potomac Valley Amateur Radio Club (Contesting)
http://pvrc.org/Newsletters/2021_02.pdf
http://pvrc.org/Newsletters/2021_01.pdf

Brightleaf Amateur Radio Club (Greenville, NC)
https://w4amc.com/ham-chatter/
Durham FM Association
https://www.dfma.org/dfmaTL.html

Raleigh Amateur Radio Society
https://www.rars.org/exciters/2021/RARSExciter04-2021.pdf
https://www.rars.org/exciters/2021/RARSExciter05-2021.pdf
Rowan Amateur Radio Society
https://www.facebook.com/RowanARS/

Forsyth Amateur Radio Club (Duh!)
http://www.w4nc.com/newsletters.htm

ARRL
Always check www.arrl.org for news. Other ARRL newsletters require
a League membership. I need to do a great shout-out to Marv,
WA4NC for his excellent NC Section Newsletter. Join ARRL.

Franklin County ARC
http://www.fcarc.net/

http://www.awasa.org.za/newsletters/145-newsletters-2021
Need some other ham radio newsletter fix
this month? Now here’s a special link for
you. What, you thought there were only
Antique Wireless Associations in the US?
Here is a beautiful
British Brown 1923
model Q horn
speaker that was in
their November, 2021
N e w s l e t t e r. T h e
owner’s wife thinks it
is a beautiful work of
art. I agree.
Thanks to Brian, KN4R for suggesting this.
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Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur
Radio Club 13 December Meeting
2021

By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club

December’s Quiz
Here are the hints: I don’t think he ever held a ham
radio license. He enlisted in the army in 1950 and
was a Morse code operator, primary job was to copy
Soviet military traffic. Yes you do know who this is.
Johny Cash!

No formal minutes were
kept due to the annual
dinner meeting. See
other pages for photos.

W1LLO
Minutes of the Forsyth Amateur
Radio Club Business Meeting –
December 2021

By Stacey MacArthur, W1LLO
Secretary, Forsyth Amateur Radio Club

No business meeting was held in December due to the
holidays.

To quote Dave Barry: “Is there
anything positive we can say
about 2021? Yes. We can say
that it was marginally better
than 2020. Granted, this is not
high praise. It’s like saying that
somebody is marginally nicer
than Hitler. But it’s something.”
Now that we’ve covered that –
have you noticed that when you
say 2022, it comes out the same
as

Johnny’s enlistment period,
he rose to the rank of Staff
Sargent and became a crack
Morse Code Operator in a
Security Service unit.
Because Cash showed such
skill at deciphering Morse
Code, he was put in a
prominent seat at his
Landsberg post to listen in on
Soviet communications.
Who got this? Randy Thompson, NC4RT; Michael
Pope, K4OLD; Brian Harrison, KN4R, and (after too
many guesses) Harold, N4HER. Here is a nice story
sent to me by Randy and his experience with “JC”:
I had the honor of meeting your celebrity Morse Code
monitor. We happened to both be in the old Piedmont
Club at La Guardia once. In those days, the Piedmont
Club was a ratty room, with plastic school chairs, but it
was a little less crowded than the regular gate area.
JC was standing in front of the cigarette vending machine,
staring at it. I walked up, introduced myself, and said I
worked for R.J. Reynolds and I would be pleased to buy
him a pack. “What brand do you want?” I said. “Why
Winston of course”, he said!
So I inserted the 50 cents or so (it was a long time ago) and
handed him his smokes He said thank you and we went
our separate ways.
A true highlight of my life.
73 de NC4RT

2020-TOO?

Read Dave Barry’s 2021 News review at:
https://www.miamiherald.com/living/livcolumns-blogs/davebarry/article256603076.html#storylink=cpy
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ARRL SANCTIONED (PENDING)
FORSYTH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, INC

HAM FESTIVAL!
APRIL 9, 2022

Robinhood Road Baptist Church
5422 Robinhood Road
Date and location to be conﬁrmed
and plans are on
for a big
Hootenanny!
HAMenanny!
See W4NC.com for additional details.
PLANNING DATE & LOCATION
SOON TO BE CONFIRMED

Saturday, April 9, 2022
, 2022
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FORSYTH COUNTY AUXCOMM
by Harlan Cobert, W1HRC

Forsyth County AuxComm Coordinator
FORSYTH COUNTY AUXCOMM TRAINING NET
The net is conducted every
Thursday evening at 2030
hours local time except the
third Thursday of the
month.
On third
Thursdays, commencing at
2000 hours local time, in
lieu of the net we conduct a W1HRC
Zoom training session.
Zoom 897-9792-5884, password club call lower
case. Support the Thursday night AuxComm
training.

Seen this form before?
If you haven’t filled out one of these recently, we
need to update our records. We are working on
getting a form that can be filled out on line, but until
then how about filling a new copy (see the next-tothe-last page) and either emailing it to Stacey,
W1LLO or give her a copy a the next FARC meeting.
Harlan would also like an updated AuxComm form
(updated April, 2021). And while you are at it . . .

The AuxComm Net is conducted on the W4NC
145.470 + (T100) repeater and is used for E-Comm
training and practice for emergency / disaster
response and public service communications. All
amateurs are invited and encouraged to participate
in this net. Our backup repeaters are K4GW 147.315
+ (T100) and W4NC 146.640 + (T100). All repeaters
cover the Forsyth County Area.

IT GIVES ME A FOLDED DIPOLE
ABOUT 1200 MILES LONG.
FROM APRIL-MAY 1954 RADIO-ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE
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AUXCOMM STICKERS AND PATCHES
ARE AVAILABLE

AuxComm roster 12-9-2021: W1HRC W1LLO
NC4AB N3MDC KM4HVB WB4QCM KV4SJ
KC4WSK WB0QOA KK4ZHL NC4WX

We n o w h a v e t h e
official Forsyth County
AuxComm emblem in
a 3” patch and sticker
available for sale. The
patches cost $3.00
and stickers are $1.00
each.

Durn it Filbert. You want’a blow a fuse?
July, 1951 Radio-Television News
Good News for Antenna Experimenters . . .
For those who love working with antennas and have wanted a
copy of EZNEC, but have been put off by the price. Roy
Lewallen, W7EL, the author of EZNEC has retired and has made
all but the Pro versions free. “Use of EZNEC Pro/4 and EZNEC
Pro/4+ require a license from Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) because of their incorporation of NEC-4.2
code for which LLNL retains the rights. Sale of EZNEC Pro/4 has
required the purchaser to obtain a license before purchasing,
and its use requires that a license be in force. As I will no longer
be verifying the existence of a license, I can no longer distribute
EZNEC Pro/4 except as upgrades to those whose licenses have
previously been verified. EZNEC Pro/4+ will be made available
at no charge to as many current users of EZNEC Pro/4 as
possible, at the time EZNEC Pro/2+ becomes available. The
procedure to obtain it will be detailed on this page.”
Gene, WB4MSG, has mastered much of EZNEC, and uses it for
modeling his antennas. Plan on spending some time with the
software as it requires some time to learn. Thanks to Jim,
W4UX, for providing this tidbit of information. Here is the link to
the website:
https://www.eznec.com/
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WANTED
Electric Kiln for school. Big enough for 40 children. Contact
broomhilda@nomail.com (I think this should have ran last
month)
HELP WANTED
Secretary who speaks floorless English to help sad Newsletter
editor.
IS THIS CLASSIFIED NEEDED?

Newsletter Classified
If you want to sell something please write your own ad (funny helps) and list your callsign
along with either your email or your phone number. I’ll run it in the next two Newsletters.
I can include small pictures. Please let me know if it sells so I can remove it - it will drop
after two months. There was a suggestion that donations be solicited for this. Any
offers? Send your ad to dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com. I’ll start it off.

HP 8657D
HP 8657D 100 kHz to 1030 MHZ CW, AM, FM, Pulse and pi/4
QPSK modulation. Great condition, last NIST calibrated about
8 years ago, but still dead on accurate. This has been my shop
spare generator for about 5 years now. I need to thin the herd.
This is a serious quality generator. I am the second owner of this
instrument. Trade for ham gear? Pick up only. Don,WS4NC
dedwards <at> dwepe <dot> com

As long as I have to write things like the above, and getting few
requests for ads, plus I’m picking items up from nearby club’s
newsletter, I’m thinking this entire section is not needed. I can’t
believe that we have hundreds of members and no one is looking
for anything, or has nothing for sale. If you have something for
sale, or something wanted, please let me know. And take a
picture, that’s why God gave you a smart phone. Contact Phillip
Space email newsletter <at> w4nc.com
HELP WANTED
THIS SPACE FOR YOUR GEAR TO SELL. OR TO LOOK
FOR THAT RARE PIECE OF RADIO GEAR. NOT HARD TO
WRITE, I’LL HELP AND IT IS FREE. SO DO IT! SUUUUCH
A DEEEEAL!

STOCK PHOTO

Add me to Newsletter email list.
If you are inside Forsyth County and have
a ham license please join the club. If you
are outside Forsyth County (or you don’t
have a ham license) and want to be added
send me an email with FARC Newsletter
in the Subject and in the body of the email
include your email address, name and call
so I can easily paste it into the list.
Current subscribers are now over 600.
Send to newsletter <at> w4nc <dot> com

, 2022

FS: Millen 92200 Transmatch
A true classic, from the top quality James Millen
Company. VERY solidly built, as was all Millen
equipment, since Millen was an ME. The only
tuner you'll see built on a solid copper chassis
and in a copper case! Here's the book:
http://www.radiomanual.info/schemi/ACC_matchi
ng/Millen_92200_user.pdf Note that this tuner is
built to match to coax feedlines and does NOT
include a balun for matching to balanced lines.
I'm helping a friend do some thinning and this is
the first piece to come out. $225, delivered to
Winston-Salem or picked up in Hillsborough.
Wilson, W4BOH infomet@embarqmail.com
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HEATHKITS
All for sale by Jeff AC4YN. These are actual pictures of the items
for sale. If you want instant respect on 80 Meter AM, the DX-100 is
your #1 option. There are two HW-101 and one SB-102. Asking
price is $100 for each. jeffstaff@juno.com 3 three 6 four eight six
3168

HALLICRAFTERS SUPER SKYRIDER
de W4BOH: I have a neat Super Skyrider that needs to participate in
my downsizing. If you actually want one you can turn on and listen to,
this is it. It was worked over and had some external paint touched up
by a serious collector in NM. I bought from his estate and don't know
anything about him, but all the eight things I bought are in fine shape.
Someday, you may want to buy one of my Pilot Wasps!
Anyhow, the Super Skyrider is hot and I've made several QSOs with it.
Halli was bad about reusing names and it has no number, but I think it's
much like an SX-16. The often lost plug in xtal filter is present and
works. It's one of the few with variable BFO injection level. The chrome
is great and the RX will look good on any operating table or display
shelf. Are you sold? It's $200, picked up in Hillsborough. I'll even
deliver, if you are sure you want it and pay upfront! Of course you'll
want a picture, so just email me at infomet@embarqmail.com and I'll
send you one, or more. 73, Wilson, W4BOH
infomet@embarqmail.com

LEAVING THE HOBBY
I'm posting this with a heavy heart. As much as I love the ham
radio hobby, collecting gear, trying new modes, and everything else
that comes with it is just taking up too much of my time. I am
struggling to keep up with the everyday basics of cleaning and
maintaining my home, so something has to give.
I have decided to get rid of my gear. Below is a list of what's
available. Serious inquiries only, and please don't insult me with
low offers, I know the value of what I have here. Thanks for
reading and understanding ...

Continued on the next page
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. . . Continued from previous page

modules/part-type/interface-jumpermodules?fr=part-type
DXEngineering page for
radio specific modules for the SignaLink...$9.95.
Currently has a module for most Kenwood xcvrs.
Please examine the attached photos. Thanks for
your interest...73! Happy New Year

1. Vacuum cleaner
2. Dustpan and brush
3. Mop and bucket
4. Lawn Mower
5. Leaf blower

David Rodwell, WB0QOA
david@davidrodwell.com
336-995-8863

6. Laundry detergent
7. Iron
8. Broom
[Got’cha didn’t it?]
Happy New Year from Wilson, W4BOH who sent this in and Bob,
W7JXR, who wrote this.
[And . . . to drive an electric car do you need a current license?]

TIGERTRONICS SIGNALINK

I am selling the TigerTronics "SignaLink" I
purchased to allow my Kenwood to be able to
communicate with the WSJT-X software (free) in
order to work FT8 and a host of other digital
modes. It has never been used. This SignaLink
has a Kenwood module in it for most K'wood
models and I have included a link where you can
purchase the module your rig needs. ($9.95)
cheap. The SignaLink typically sells for $140 new
(if you can find them in stock...supply chain
issues). The only thing I can not find is the box!
My asking price $85

Recent emails to Newsletter Editor:
First, Happy Holidays to all.
A friend of mine, W1GIG, sent me a DVD a while ago that
contained two videos: One is a documentary on the original
1921 Marconi transatlantic transmissions. The second covers
the 75th anniversary station, W1BCG, which I was privileged
to operate. I have put both of these videos on YouTube with the
links below. Note that these are private links. I'm waiting for
some guidance regarding making them public, but you
certainly can share them. Tim, W1GIG, was in charge of the
W1BCG event.
Hope you enjoy these.

http://tigertronics.com/files/slusbqstreview.pdf.
QST REVIEW

W1BCG 75th Anniversary Video
https://youtu.be/DYQWWEK8GWA

http://tigertronics.com/
all the details.

1921 Marconi Wireless Documentary
https://youtu.be/R-s1SlFlNFY

TigerTronics website with

https://www.dxengineering.com/search/productline/tigertronics-signalink-plug-and-play-jumper-
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Amazon Smile iPhone

Diddle-De-Dah-De-Don

by Stacey, W1LLO

AmazonSmile is now supported on the iPhone Amazon
app! If you make most of your purchases through your
phone, you now have the option to automatically have
Amazon donate a small percentage of your purchase
price to the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club. Simply go to
‘Settings’ then ‘AmazonSmile’ and follow the instructions
to turn it on. Please note, you will have to occasionally
repeat this process every so often to keep your
AmazonSmile charity selection activated. When you’re
done, you’ll know it’s activated when you see
‘AmazonSmile’ in the app header! Thank you for
supporting the Forsyth Amateur Radio Club!

New Members or Newsletter Subscribers
As always, if you are new to the area, or just new to Ham
Radio, send us an email to newsletter <at> w4nc <dot> com.
We love to welcome new members. Any recent area FCC
test-takers are welcome to send us an application and FARC
will add them as a member for the current year. These were
added to the Newsletter list since December:
Recent GSO testing: ANTHONY, KJ7LT; STEVEN, K4STB;
KEITH CHILTON.; RONALD, KJ7LT;PATRICIA, K4STB
And the following from Lexington and other testing: RALPH
E BARROW, JR, KO4RJD; TYLER D BLANKENSHIP,
KO4TRX; JAMES A "ANDREW" BOOZE, N4GLD; JEREMY
T BROWN, SR, KN4VVQ; JACOB EMORY S "Jay" BULLIN,
W4DQB ; RANDALL L CHRISCOE, KO4TJO; EDDIE R
CONRAD, KN4AMN ; BRYAN W CRANFORD, KO4HNR;
GARY M CRANSTON, KO4HNX; JOHN J DEWAR, SR,
KO4RYN;; CHARLES D DORTON, KO4RJB; MARK A
EPLEY, KO4QOP; BRENT W EVERHART, KO4HNU;
PRESTON H EVERHART, KO4HNT; Randy Freitag;
CHRISTOPHER S GIORDANO, KO4RFL; MARK W
GREGORY, KO4FKT; RICKY L "Rick" GUTHRIE, KC4EPD;
R I C KY L " Ri c k " G U T HR I E , KC 4 E P D ; J E F F RE Y
JOHNSTON, KO4FKQ; CLAY G KENNEDY, KO4QON;
MELINDA R MIKAELSON, NL7UP; Keith Osterman;
RICHARD L OWENS, KO4QOW; GARY D PRINCE,
KO4FKP; JONATHAN A "Jon" SAMPSON, KO4JHG;
JIMMIE J SEXTON, KO4BEG; KEVIN L SHORT, KO4RJE;
CHRISTOPHER J SMITH, KO4RYM; RYAN P STRAPP,
KO4HNS; Kevin Swaim; Steve Thornburg; RANDY A
"Randy" TURNER, KX4DRT; DAVID L WALTON, KO4FKM;
John Weissinger; STEPHEN E WINBURN, K4EV; KUN
ZOU, KO4RJA; CHRISTOPHER R MYRICK, KO4UBW;
CHRISTOPHER A MYRICK, KO4UBU; BRADLEY D
PHILLIPS, KO4UBT; RAY K RAYCROFT, KO4UBY; CURTIS
R WOOD, KO4UCJ; DANIEL T WINKLER, KJ4DTW; Ray
Raycroft; HYRUM A SIMMS, KO4UBZ

That’s All Folks . . .
by Don, WS4NC
If you have any ideas
for the Newsletter,
please share them
with me. Can’t write?
Neither can I, but I’ll

WS4NC

help edit and make it passable, if you’ll just jot
down the ideas.
I’ve tried to cover a number of items for new
hams interest, we have a lot of new hams in
FARC. And also items of vintage interest.
And just items of interest. And always some
funnies. I think a lot of people just scan
through just to see the funnies. I hope that
occasionally at least one item of interest
slows them down.
Thanks to contributors this month, especially
Dick, W4PID for his DX column; Brian, KN4R
always sends the most interesting history
items; to Kent for all his work as Treasurer; to
our new president Steve, for looking after all
of this; to Mike, our new VP; to Stacey,
W1LLO, for the minutes and for some
funnies; to Marcie for some new funnies, and
thanks to all who make FARC such a smooth
running organization. Looking forward to our
next January meeting at the Red Cross.
Some of the names to the left didn’t get to me
until after the last deadline and are from
previous testing mainly in Lexington and
Thomasville.
dit dit

One email update: Terry Brown, AK4D
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Forsyth County

Form FCA 100

AUXCOMM

Revision: Reissue

Registration Form

Date: 1 April 2021

Name:
Call Sign:
Mailing Address:
City, State, ZIP code:
e-mail address(es):
Home phone number:
Work phone number:
Cell phone number:
License Class:
Check bands and modes that you can operate:
MODE
HF
SSB
CW
FM
WinLink
DATA MODE

6 meters

2 meters

222 MHz

440 MHz

Others

Other modes

(specify below)

Mobile
Operation

Check current training Certifications:
ICS 100
AuxComm

ICS 200

ICS 700

ICS 800

SKYWARN (Date) ________

Other: __________________________________________________

Can your home station be operated without commercial power?
Signature

Yes

No

Date

Forsyth County AuxComm
(Previous Editions Are Obsolete And May Not Be Used)
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